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1. ITAN achievements
� Building a sustainable local database compliant with EU databases
� Providing stakeholders with a comprehensive view of the wider region
� Assessing the regional integration between Europe & Neighbour territories
� Making recommendations for territorial cooperation

2. What remains to be done
� Further issues to address
� A need to complete the ITAN local data collection 
� A partnership Eurostat + national statistics bodies + researchers



� Cooperation Europe / Neighbours hardly takes into account infra-national data 
� Medstat
� Eastern Partnership  / European Statistical System 
� Inogate Energy Statistics Network

� ITAN had to:
� set up (with M4D) a territorial delineation and nomenclature for the ENRs
� build a local database compliant with the EU “INSPIRE” Directive

27 countries * 8 data files * 10 to 20 indicators * 10 to 30 SNUTS by country = 60.000 stat data 
+ energy data + water data + grid data + transport data + media data

� harmonise data and set up common indicators  (for… 27 countries + EU)

���� ITAN consortium as…. a “mini Eurostat” for the Neighbo urhoods!
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2. Providing stakeholders with a comprehensive view  of the wider region

ITAN achievements

The energy networks as a strategic driver of the ec onomic regional integration (ca 2010)



Demographic density & main transport network Connectivity
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� In the Neighbourhoods, 
accessibility enlarges potential 
markets in the dense coastal 
areas (e.g. Egyptian delta)

� High accessibility in the costal 
Maghreb, namely thanks to the 
proximity of the European shore

� Black Sea area as a quite high 
accessibility spot (from Istanbul 
region to South Ukraine)

� Possible to build the 
”international openness 
indicator”

Accessible population within 3 hours
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� highlights the agglomeration 
effects: the areas where airports 
and ports are located benefit from 
these infrastructures as a motor to 
participate in the global economy

� impressive position of North-
Western Turkey

� international openness of Israeli 
territories

� low international openness of the 
Maghreb territories despite high 
potential accessibility to Europe

� important avenues for territorial 
development there

Geography of international openness
SNUTS 2 level, around 2010
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� National disparities, e.g. 
Ukraine v. Russia
Israel v. rest of near East

� Regional disparities, e.g. 
� Mediterranean Western Balkans v. 

hinterlands
� Western Turkey v. rest of country
� Greater Tunis v. rest of country
� Northern & central Algeria v. South

� Classic littoral / hinterland 
issue 

Local Human Development Index: territorial discrepa ncies
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Demographic evolution, 2000-2010 children under 15 i n the wider region 
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High education level in active population, ca 2010
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GDP (billion 
constant 

2005 US $)

Electricity production (TWh), 2010-2030



Where do FDI in-flows come from? Case  of Egypt, 20 06-08
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3. Assessing the regional integration between Europ e & Neighbour territories
Case of Western Balkans, 2008-2012



Share (%) of Neighbourhoods in EU’s relations and fl ows
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3. Assessing the regional integration between Europ e & Neighbour territories

Trade of

goods:                  

exports + 

imports 

(2011)

FDI in and out 

(2006-

2008)

(In)migration 

(2010)

Energy 

supply

EU27 + EFTA 70,0 71,8 37,9 42,4

Eastern N. + Russia 3,8 2,2 5,7 21,1

Western Balkans 0,5 0,2 6,1 0,3

Turkey 1,3 0,7 7,9 0,1

Near East 0,4 0,0 1,2 0,7

Israel 0,4 0,0 0,1 0,0

Maghreb 1,1 0,2 8,7 10,3

∑ Neighbourhoods 7,5 3,4 29,8 32,5



Foreign Direct Investments, 2008-2012

FDI in Aeronautics & transport eqpt, biotech, business 
services & software. Source: FDI 2008-12 Anima–MIPO 

Local FDI in Mediterranean ENCs. 
Not only large urban areas, not only low tech

3. ITAN comme première étape
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Highly dynamic territories  and FDI 
inflows: a crosscut methodology
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Are clusters  inclusive? Crossing  modern jobs crea tion and local HDI
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ITAN achievements

4. Making recommendations for territorial cooperati on

� promoting the notion of “wider European region ” 

� promoting productive economy issues, focusing on a few key to pics : 
mobility, energy, agriculture & food security, water, environment.

� cross-cutting Cohesion and Neighbourhood policies (inclusive growth 
concern; urbanisation; minority issue…); role of Technical Assistance TAIEX

� Cross-cutting other European policies with the ENP : 

o Common Agricultural Policy: food security as a key issue for the ENRs

o Transport policy: regional integration, markets enlargement, long term

o Energy policy: overarching condition for better territorial cooperation

o Environment policy: climate change and water concern 

o Professional mobility rather than “migration”.
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4. Making recommendations for territorial cooperati on

� a “Neighbourhoods Territorial Agenda ” for a deeper regional integration

o The EU has hitherto financed an amount of studies and programmes 
in the ENCs, but the global vision is lacking 

� Integrating on a territorial basis scattered EU-ENCs initiatives on 
trade, transport, energy, agriculture, environment, etc. 

� Highlighting:
• territorial policies in the ENCs derived from the EU policies
• infrastructural projects and linkage
• common governance of common goods (“deep regional 

integration”). 

� Involving the ENCs in the process.



What remains to be done

Further issues to address

� Fuzzy borders , contested territories, minorities
� SNUTS / LAU and the urban issue in the ENRs
� Deepening the ITAN composite indicators
� Territorial analysis of regionalisation and regionalism
� Energy and territories in the Mediterranean area
� Territorial capital of the Arctic
� Impact of the actual and foreseeable climate change on the ENRs
� Cooperation in water and sanitation in the Neighbour territories
� Media and territorial representations
� Gender , education and job issue



What remains to be done

A need to complete the ITAN local data collection 
� Environment (local climate change, water…), health, urban space….

A partnership Eurostat + national statistics bodies  + researchers
� geometries changes
� quality of data (local documentation of informal activity…)
� stability in sources’ reliability
� comparability of data !
� collaborative tools in GIS and interactive cartography
� capacity building in the field of local data production and collection
� better cooperation between different public local data producers of a 

same country
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Thank you for your attention!

For more details on the ITAN project: 
http://www.espon.eu/main/Menu_Projects/M
enu_AppliedResearch/itan.html


